ONE SOURCE BATTERIES, FLORIDA, LLC
Your One Source For Batteries!

COVID-19 UPDATE
Dear One Source Batteries Customers
I hope this note finds you, your family and associates well. One Source Batteries is closely
monitoring developments with respect to COVID-19, including information and guidance
published by government and healthcare authorities.
One Source Batteries is open for business and here to help. Currently we are operating at limited
capacity and are working to meet our customers’ needs to the best of our abilities. We are also
taking precautions within our organization to minimize the spread of COVID-19. Plans have
been developed to continue our operations as changes are required or mandated. We are also
closely monitoring our suppliers around the world.
Currently, COVID-19 has only started to impact the long-term supply of parts from the
following manufacturers:
Arts Energy
Saft
Titus
However, we believe that we have adequate inventory in stock and in the supply chain to satisfy
projected needs. Supply has not impacted One Source Batteries ability to deliver any services at
this time. Our Chinese suppliers are slowly coming online with production and shipping but
because of our planning we still have adequate inventory and supplies.
One Source Batteries would like to request any information from our customers regarding
forecasted product needs or strategy. This will allow us to plan and develop our internal plans
accordingly to support your strategy.
We will continue to provide updates as there are changes that affect our organization and ability
to meet customers' requirements. If there is a specific need or requirement you would like to
review or discuss, please contact us at Support@OneSourceBatteries.com or call us at (888) 3219264.
Thank you for your business as we continue to focus on supporting your requirements. We will
communicate updates to our plans and notify you of changes.

Respectfully,
Matthew Kuhn
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